OVERVIEW

A member of the Roche Group, Genentech has been at the forefront of the biotechnology industry for more than 40 years, using human genetic information to develop novel medicines for serious and life-threatening diseases. Genentech has multiple therapies on the market for cancer & other serious illnesses. Please take this opportunity to learn about Genentech where we believe that our employees are our most important asset & are dedicated to remaining a great place to work.

Roles and Responsibilities
The Facilities and Engineering (F&E) department works together to design, build, maintain and improve our dependable, adaptable facility.

The intern will be working under the Maintenance & Calibration (M&C) team, a group under the Facilities and Engineering department, with the following responsibilities:

Review and execute changes to maintenance and/or calibration documents
Execute process improvements to maintenance and calibration processes
Ensure that equipment master data in CMMS and CCMS database is accurate and up-to-date
Collaborate with M&C SMEs and internal stakeholders as required to meet project objectives

Education and Qualifications
Basic knowledge of cGMP
Proficient in Microsoft Excel
Experience in SAP a plus
Effective verbal and written communication skills
Ability to multi-task
Motivated to learn
How to Apply
https://dejobs.org/south-san-francisco-ca/intern-pharma-technical-operations-engineering/413B5B3404FC44B289D1CD1E86D20F5F/job/?utm_medium=XMLFeed&utm_source=Symplicity-DE&vs=5082&utm_campaign=Symplicity